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INTRODUCING OUR SCHEDULERS
How often do you speak to individuals on the phone and wish that
you could meet them face-to-face and thank them for their help.
Well, let's introduce you to Donna and Claire our schedulers. They are
allowing their stories to be told but remain humble while being
brought to the attention of the general public. Donna has worked for
Community Care for over 27 years and Claire has been with
Community Care for over 18 years. They work together as a team
matching clients with direct care workers. To quote Donna "Our goal
is to please the client and the employee, which is not an easy task."
After a stressful scheduling day at work, they both enjoy going home
to their families, especially their grandchildren.

EDUCATION
As many of you know, education is an important part of providing
the best care possible to our clients. We asked Judy Dietrich, who
was a Paramedic, to take a course to become a certified instructor
for CPR and First Aid. Judy thoroughly enjoys teaching our employees and members of our community the proper techniques in case
they would be needed.
Recently one of our Home Health Aides, Marykate, was caring for one
of our clients. He has difficulty with verbal communication. While
having his lunch Marykate noticed that he was acting strangely by
being unable to focus on her. She called his name and he did not
respond. At this point she realized he was choking and immediately
went over to his wheelchair. She grabbed him from behind and
performed the Heimlich maneuver that she had been taught in her
CPR Course. After giving several thrusts, the client looked up at her
and said "Mama." This is one of the few words that he speaks. When we asked Marykate if she was
nervous she immediately responded "No, I was just glad he was breathing." GreatJob Marykate!
We teach a 75 hour Home Health Aide Course, at which CPR and First Aid is taught. Our class is
held at different times throughout the year and there is a $400.00 tuition fee. Continued on poge 2

Education

WHEELS

GOntinued...

Wheels for lndependence offers members of our community the
opportunity to get transportation to and from medical
appointments, food stores, pharmacy, etc. One of our goals at
Community Care is to assist our clients to remain safely and
independently in their homes. Without our dedicated volunteers
and the services they provide, this might not be possible for many
people.
On June 7 , we celebrated 1 0+ years of providing clients with
transportation. Here you will see Cathy Morrone, Wheels
Coordinator, presenting awards to some of our dedicated drivers
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It has become apparent

that many people that
would like to attend the
class are not able to pay
this much for education.
Recently we have been
asked to care for some
clients that have been
discharged from the hospital and nursing homes.
Many are requiring more
extensive care which requires caregivers to have

to provide quality care to
these clients, education is
a critical component to our
field staff. Your financial
gift towards their education could assure a safer
environment for our homebound clients.
John Dietrich

Ed Moore

SUMMER SAFETY HINTS FROM NURSE JEAN
This is just a short reminder to everyone about remembering to turn on your air conditioning when the temperature goes over 85 degrees. You may be afraid of an increased electric
bill, but becoming dehydrated could lead to a stroke and other health issues, which is not
good for anyone.
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Here are some other medical conditions you might be experiencing that can exacerbate the onset
of dehydration
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Heart, Lung and Kidney disease
Poor circulation
1
High blood pressure
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lnability to perspire Caused by certain medications
Overweight or under weight
Drinking alcoholic beverages
Hot living
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To help prevent you from dehydrating. you need to drink small amounts of water frequently during
the day and stay out of the direct sun between 1 Oam -2pm even if under an umbrella.

